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12. By what number the second sine is less than the first
sine, and by the quotient obtained by dividing the sum of the
preceding sines by the first sine, by the sum of these two quanti-
ties the following sines are less than the first sine.
The last phrase may be translated "the sine-
differences are less than the first sine.7'1
This rule describes how the table of sine-differ-
ences given in I, 10 may be calculated from the first
one (225). The first sine means always this first sine
225. The second sine means any particular sine with
which one is working in order to calculate the follow-
ing sine.
Subtract 225 from 225 and the remainder is 0. Di-
vide 225 by 225 and the quotient is 1. The sum of 0 and
1 is subtracted from 225 to obtain the second sine 224.
Subtract 224 from 225 and the remainder is 1.
Divide 225 plus 224 by 225 and the nearest quotient
is 2. Add 2 and 1 and subtract from 225. The third
sine will be 222. Proceed in like manner for the fol-
lowing sines.
If this method is followed strictly there results
several slight divergences from the values given in I,
10. It is possible to reconcile most of these by assum-
ing, as Krishnaswami Ayyangar does, that from time
to time the neglected fractions were distributed
among the sines. But of this there is no indication in
the rule as given.
1 For discussion of the Indian sines see the notes of Rodet and
Kaye; Pancasiddhantika, chap, iv; Suryasiddh&nta, II, 15-27; Lalla,
p. 12; Brahmagupta, II, 2-10; JRAS, 1910, pp. 752, 754; IA, XX,
228; Brennand, Hindu Astronomy, pp. 210-13; JIMS, XV (1923-24),
121-26, with attempted explanation of the variation of several of
the values given in the table from the values calculated by means of
this rule, and Md., pp. 105-13 of "Notes and Questions."

